executive summary

Internet Speed Deadline Management:
Negotiating the Three-Headed Dragon
by Michael Mah

The deadline rules. This month, we take a momentary shift from IT
benchmarking and tackle the management of projects under Internet speed
deadlines. How can we employ metrics to deal with the pressures of evergrowing project scope under ever-tighter deadlines? What does this
process do to IT productivity? Can we do better?
One thing we know: time pressure can either make a project or kill it
entirely. Not understanding the dynamics of time pressure on the productivity of IT projects is something we simply cant afford.
Managing the deadline requires adroit skill on the part of several parties
with both common and clashing interests. Multiple parties, multiple interests, a competitive marketplace. Negotiation needs to come into play.
Specifically, its vital to satisfy several interests and the inherent conflicts
in an integrative, win-win frame versus a distributive, win-lose frame.
Skillfully navigating this terrain will provide an IT organization with
incredible opportunities to capitalize on success in ways another company
may not. Its all in the skill of balancing the needs and interests of several
entities in an organization, from marketing to the IT staff to the CIO.
Simply imposing a dictated deadline to a hapless IT group with its back
against the wall will not work.
Continued on page 2.

When the Project Absolutely Must
Get Done: Marrying the Organization
Chart with the Precedence Diagram
by Stan Rifkin
What should you do when a project absolutely must be
done  when you have no alternative but to accomplish it, no matter how uneasy you feel about its prospects? What
you need is a tool that goes beyond typical macro-estimation to
model this single, absolutely-must-get-done project.

I recently had the chance to use a new tool, ViteProject, which takes
the estimates from a macro-estimating process and seeks to model
an individual project. It helped us (me and my client) concisely
match the organization of our resources (namely, staff) with the
organization of the project. It helped us determine the optimal
Continued on page 8.

A driving factor in what makes managing IT projects
so hard is the fact that so many teams are given a
deadline first, with very little definition of what it is
they have to do when it comes to defined requirements. How do you deal with that? In my article,
Internet Speed Deadline Management, I take on
this subject, exploring how to focus the organization
into solving that fundamental common problem.
Stan Rifkin of Master Systems then takes us into
research that has emerged from 10 years of work at
Stanford University. His article, When The Project
Absolutely Must Get Done, deals with alignment;
specifically, the alignment of critical skills of the
organization to various phases of the project 
exactly when it needs them.
Taken collectively, I hope these two perspectives
can be brought to bear and enable the application of
metrics to a critical issue  to help new projects
succeed. That is, after all, what companies pay IT
people to do.
Michael C. Mah, Editor
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As an IT professional, walking out the door
might not always be an option. Even if it
were, you might find another Internet speed
deadline waiting at your next office. There
is a better way for all parties.

Birth of an Internet Speed
Death March Project
No one was more uneasy than you were after
the last reorganization. A meeting with the
new vice president of development brought
the latest news. She announced that the
marketing group had acquired intelligence
data believed to be reliable: one of your
competitors was expected to come to market
with a new application that could threaten
market share of one of your companys
bread-and-butter networking products. If
this was true, financial forecasts for the next
fiscal year could take a hit. Something had
to be done.
That something was an acceleration of a
project that had been assigned to your team.
It was decided that at an upcoming trade
show, the company would preannounce a
product upgrade intended to neutralize the
competition. The new release would be
presold to current clients at a discount to
bolster cash flow and prevent loss of market
share. Although the general availability date
was not yet locked in stone, everyone knew
that an Internet speed deadline of next
March was coming. The CEO had run a
major ad in USA Today earlier in the week
committing the entire company to operate at
Internet speed, so you knew what was in
store. Management felt they had to do something to jolt the companys stock. That something was increasing the time to market.
Internally, coined the phrase, time to
money, referring to the quarterly revenue
forecasts that depended on sales of upcoming
products. These financial forecasts shaped
how departmental budgets were allocated.
Your team was given six additional staff req-

uisitions for a total of 18 people, and the
added staff were going to be paid for by that
funding. I guess I should be grateful, you
thought to yourself. But on the flip side, now
you had about twice the work to do in about
one-third the time. And the six people might
not come on board right away. The folks you
needed were stuck on another project that
was experiencing production support problems. Their project manager was refusing to
let them go just yet.
(For you, personally, it was appearing that
the traditional February vacation with the
family in Florida might have to be cancelled,
because that was when management wanted
beta test, and youd have to be there. The
kids were going to be really upset.)
A high-level requirements meeting was about
to be scheduled. You were already frustrated
by two facts. One, a ship date of 15 March
was already established as a goal for the
project completion. Your boss said it wasnt
going to be locked in until they heard from
you. Politically, though, to argue for April
or (heaven forbid) May, was job suicide. So
you kept your mouth shut, at least for the
time being. Your mortgage payment recently
went up because of a property tax increase,
and you were not going to mess with your
job situation.
Second, you and your team had put out a
memo requesting specific requirements from
marketing, and just received a lousy oneand-half-page reply this morning  two
weeks late. This was going to be a bad day.
At the first high-level requirements meeting,
not much new information came out; things
were fuzzy at best. You couldnt scope the
job, because it seemed that marketing didnt
know what they wanted to aim for, and there
was intense disagreement among the marketing team. You sensed it was more about the
personalities of two particular managers
who were in a fierce personal rivalry,
according to insiders. Each was jealous of
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the other and they spent more time trying to
one up each other in front of their vice
president than trying to solve the problems
that the team faced. But no one would come
out and say it. This made you nuts.
At this point, only about one-third of the
requirements were known, but coding had to
begin now. Based on working the dates
backward, you sketched out a Design Code
Test phase of eight months, starting with six
developers, building over five months to a
peak of 18 people at the time testing would
begin. On the front end, that meant two
months for requirements definition with four
people. Thats what a home-grown Excel
spreadsheet seemed to suggest for an estimate of the work-months, based on a rough
sketch of the work breakdown.
A month went by. Still lousy progress on the
requirements. You had to get coding accelerated on something. But who knew what
that something would be? The bad feeling
was getting worse. Someone said they heard
a rumor that the senior vice president was
wondering if the end date could be moved up
a month. He wanted a job promotion to the
new division in Palo Alto, and thought that if
the project was done early, it would help his
chances.
Working with what you had, the team started
coding a few prototypes. Perhaps if you told
everyone you were implementing rapid
development, they might believe it for a
while so you could buy some time and decide
what to do about this mess.

attrition, and major market opportunities
are missed.
Managing deadlines boils down to one
specific issue, which takes place on multiple
fronts: negotiation. Negotiating the date.
Negotiating the promised functionality
within that date. Negotiating the staff
resources and skill sets a team needs to pull
off the project. Negotiating the tools and
resources for the team to do its job. Perhaps
even negotiating the quality levels that have
to be met when the system is placed into
operational service. All of these things
require metrics.
Nowadays, on almost every project, people
are given the deadline first. At the time they
absolutely have to start designing and coding, barely 25% of teams have even 25% of
the system requirements adequately defined.1
Put another way, 75% of people do not know
75% of what it is that they have to do at the
time they have to start doing it! But they
have a deadline, so it must be done.

We Cant Just Say No
Software IT managers and developers alike
are caught in a complex dilemma. This is
compounded by what seems to be certain
characteristic traits of many in the technology field. Based on these traits, several
dynamics are routinely set into motion:
Underestimating and Overpromising
à

That afternoon, you called USAir and
sent back your four tickets for the
Florida vacation.

Practical Metrics, Deadline Pressure,
and the Role of Negotiation
Put simply, deadlines, and how you manage
them, can save you or kill you. On the one
hand, deadlines can create positive
urgency, sparking a project with the motivational fuel it needs. Markets can be seized,
companies can grow. On the other hand,
imposed dates, scope change, feature creep,
and the resultant management choices that
are made can destroy projects. After the
project crashes and burns, the team is dismantled, critical skills vanish due to staff
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à

à

IT professionals are among the brightest
people in the population (youre welcome!). They are overachievers and risk
takers  thats good. But they almost
always overpromise  thats bad.
IT professionals find it hard to say no to
ever-growing project requests. (This is
sometimes called goodwill within an
organization.) Scope grows uncontrollably and doesnt stop until a pain threshold is reached. IT professionals have a
very high threshold for pain.
IT professionals tend to be people
pleasers. The hero role is idealized.
Good feelings about who they are come
from how much they can help or fix
others  we feel your pain. Many IT
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professionals pride themselves on their
workaholism.
à

à

IT professionals tendencies to overpromise sets up a trap. At some point,
the project crosses over the point of no
return as the requirements (or work
requests) exceeds what can possibly be
built within the Internet speed deadline.
IT professionals and their management
counterparts are caught in a bind. They
are already set up to fall far short of very
aggressive expectations.
IT professionals usually underestimate
the complexity of projects. They also
underestimate the effort it will take (or
have an inflated/overoptimistic sense of
being able to accomplish a task). Therefore, all subjective effort estimates in
person-months are wrong.

All of these problems are compounded by
the fact that risk management is rarely practiced. The fact that customers, marketing,
and end users are all in the business of
overpromising doesnt help matters.
Fixed Deadline Meets Scope Change
and Scope Growth
à

à

à

4

Fixed deadlines crash head-on into
growing scope. Project chaos is set into
motion. The early milestones get missed
as teams struggle to define the requirements. Panic sets in.
No one bothers with, or has time for,
software project estimation. Everchanging requirements make estimation a
fantasy anyway. You cant estimate the
time and effort to build something that is
75% undefined in scope. The deadline
becomes the estimate.
Without dependable estimates, a team
and the company are set up to make false
commitments. When a project is under
way, no one wants to confess that it is
slipping (until the very last minute).
Schedules are often recovered to the
best extent possible by a panic-induced
retreat of yanking out code in the name
of resorting to delivering only the core
functionality.2

Overruns and Blame
à

à

à

Project overruns continue; companies
miss promised dates; markets respond
with repercussions; software is delivered
prematurely with too many bugs; customers become angry; stock prices fall.
Research firms sell lots of benchmark
studies telling everyone how bad the
chaos statistics are. Institutes are created
at major universities and think tanks to
help solve the problem.
People look for someone to blame,
instead of appreciating that everyone,
from developers to senior executives, are
part of a system that has become dysfunctional. This distracts from finding
ways to solve the underlying problem.
Left unaddressed, it simply repeats on
the next Internet speed project.
Companies hope that outsourcing will
solve the problem, and then blame outsourcing when what has happened is that
an outsourcer and client engage on the
same dynamic, on an even larger and
grander scale, with even more money
and staff on the table.

What Can Be Done: A Combination of
Metrics and Interest-Based Negotiation
for Deadlines
IT metrics can be deployed to precisely this
conflict hot spot to begin in a dialog about
project scope and requirement. This involves
using metrics in a very different way than
ever before: as a tool to spark interest-based
negotiation.
Interest-based negotiation shifts the frame of
reference from that of competitive adversarial posturing  using measures to compare
and beat each other up  to an integrative
and cooperative posture  what is the problem that we share, and how do we jointly
solve it?
In the case of the Internet speed deadline, the
unifying interest is ensuring a high probability of delivering a system within a given
date. It would be fair to say that all parties
involved would agree to this. It would also
be reasonable to say that all parties involved
would desire a greater than 50% probability
of meeting a date. To engage in a discussion
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Figure 1  Risk profile: probability of meeting date versus size.

about this fundamental common interest, an
organization might employ a simple graph
like that in Figure 1. This shows the probability of making a given date as a function of
the growth in size of the project.
This risk profile is intended to spark a dialog
about how the stakeholders might solve the
common challenge of doing what is needed
to achieve a 50% probability (or 75%, or
greater) of the project meeting its deadline.
This should draw the discussion to the size
(A, B, or C) the group can agree on for the
amount of functionality by that date. This
discussion of scope is quite different than
metrics discussions, which tend to be about
productivity and take place after the projects
completion.
The problem with evaluative use of measures
is that they are (implicitly or explicitly) used
to punish and blame, rather than as a way to
understand what happened and how to fix
things. Its no wonder your developers do
the rug dance when you ask them for data!
Some time ago, Watts Humphrey of the
Software Engineering Institute quoted a vice
president of engineering in one of his

speeches who had said, Lets find the
programmers making the bugs, and get rid
of them.
Using metrics as a way to place blame turns
people against each other and creates a lack
of trust, which is an absolute prerequisite for
obtaining reliable data. Without reliable
data, companies cannot identify the obstacles
to prospering in a schedule-driven environment. Of course, if they cant identify these
obstacles, they cannot overcome them.
Thus, projects will continue to suffer from
being poorly managed; poor-quality systems
will be deployed late; and people will continually be set against each other, creating a
lack of trust. The cycle continues because
its underlying dysfunction is still there, fully
entrenched.
The good news is, if you figure out how to
break the cycle and you successfully implement integrative strategies using metrics, you
can create a competitive advantage for your
organization and improve your time-to-market performance.
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Sparking a Conversation
Using the Deadline
Resistance to discussing the deadline will
only perpetuate the problem described above.
How do you tackle interest-based negotiation
using metrics as a catalyst? By going into
the deadline.
For a moment, accept the deadline as a
given; its too hard to fight it when you are
armed with only Jello-like requirements. If
you wanted to effectively argue or negotiate
the date, youd need a solid set of requirements and a calibrated macro software estimation model to provide reliable schedule
forecasts. Since you dont have the requirements, forget about it.
Instead, use the date to begin a conversation
centered around inquiry. Put down your
sword and ask questions about the scope of
the project (remember the risk profile in
Figure 1). Affirm the legitimacy of the
others position for a moment. It will make
them less defensive and create the conditions
for more trust. Prepare your questions by
using metrics.
Senior executives and CIOs: stop hammering
your development teams with deadline dates
and Dilbert-like jargon that creates mistrust.
Accept the possibility that their estimates
might not be padded. Remember, they are
compulsive overpromisers  and so are you.
If you cut their estimates because you think
theyre padded, you might be shooting yourself in the foot. Their aggressive goals and
underestimate of the scope and complexity
of a project happen because they want to
satisfy. Suspend your mistrust for just a
moment.
What you are seeking is a shift from an
adversarial posture (negotiating what seems
like a fixed resource) to an integrative posture (fully understanding the problem that is
shared: the deadline). Managers, development teams, business operations, the marketplace, all have a unifying interest  to get
the project done, reliably, within a given time
frame. This calls for integrative, interestbased negotiation: a different kind of conversation than what you are used to. And it
begins with metrics.

Periodically, we read of tragic fires in
restaurants, night clubs, or theaters that
kill large numbers of people. Often
there is panic; in the rush to escape,
exits are blocked, trapping many and
causing unnecessary deaths. People
seem to act as if their lives depended
on being first out of a building. In
contrast, most of us are taught from
our earliest school days that there is
ample time for everyone to leave a
burning building safely if people move
out in an orderly fashion. As children,
we were urged to collaborate rather
than compete. The need for orderly,
cooperative behavior comes not from
ideals, but from reality.3

Transforming the Relationship
Between IT and Users
The ultimate goal is to use the problem of
the deadline and the process of solving it to
transform the relationship between parts of
the organization. Changing how deadlines
are negotiated is intended to foster mutual
understandings of the other. This is not
just a short-term solution to produce an
agreement between parties for a singular
project, but a way to create a different way
of being, leading to a stable, long-term
relationship that fosters trust. Management
trusts that IT projects are in the good hands
of skillful developers. IT developers trust
that managers will live up to the responsibility of growing the organization, and give IT
what it needs to contribute to the well being
of the corporation. This applies to when IT
is handled inhouse, as well as to partnerships
or alliances through outsourcing.
The success of each party is interdependent
on the success of the other. Ramming a
deadline down an organizations throat, letting scope grow and change uncontrollably,
missing the deadline, and delivering projects
that dont work will not be good for any
party.
As Herbert Kelman describes in
Negotiation as Interactive Problem
Solving,: Transforming the relationship
becomes increasingly important the more
intense and destructive the conflict is, and
the more interdependent the parties are.4
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He goes on to cite examples of ethnic conflicts during the 1990s, in places like the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Northern Ireland,
and Israel. The lesson is the same for corporations and their interdependence on IT. The
issue is survival, whether were talking about
ethnic groups in conflict hot spots around the
world or corporate survival in the fast-paced
free markets of the Internet economy.
Kelman goes on to describe that if the
outcome is to transform the relationship
between parties, then what kind of outcome
must negotiations seek? He describes the
following:
The sine qua non, in my view, of a
solution that can provide the foundation of a new relationship is that it
addresses the fundamental needs and
fears of both parties. Conflict is
caused and escalated to a considerable
degree by unfulfilled needs  not
only material needs, but also such psychological needs as security, identity,
recognition, autonomy, and a sense of
justice. Parties in conflict, in pursuit
of their own security and identity and
related needs and interests, undermine
and threaten the security and identity
of the other. To resolve the conflict
and begin to build a new relationship
requires an agreement that satisfies the
fundamental needs of both parties and
reassures them that their fundamental
fears are no longer warranted.
Internet speed deadlines are the breeding
grounds for severe conflicts between IT staff,
IT management, and corporate management.
They also provide an incredible opportunity
to do things better. Those who do not meet
this challenge will be at a severe disadvantage to groups or companies that have figured out the secret to getting out of this
dilemma.

Understanding the Three-Headed Dragon
Most of the critical IT projects, the ones
that transform the way we do business, are
research and development (R&D) in nature.
Therefore, they behave in ways that are often
misunderstood.

R&D projects exhibit laws of nature that,
when understood, unlock the secret of how
to manage imposed deadlines. One of these
laws is that the individual parameters of
speed (amount of time the project takes),
work effort, and quality are interdependent
 and they are not related to each other in
linear ways. For example, remember the
200/20/6x rule. Even if you double the staff,
you cant compress the schedule by half
(Brooks Law). It only is compressible by
about a fifth (20%), if youre lucky, and
defects can rise as much as sixfold.
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Why does this defect behavior occur?
Because doubling team size generally
increases communication complexity by a
factor of six. R&D projects with heavy
interactive solving of complex technological
problems are heavily communication
dependent. Thats why it is so hard to outsource development projects to offshore outsourcers. It works for Nike sneakers on a
manufacturing line using cheap labor; it is
not so easy with IT.
Thus, the critical issue is to manage the size
and scope of what you promise, in a given
time frame. Something that the peoplepleasing, yes-talking, overachieving, underestimating personalities in IT find very hard
to do.
The fundamental mistake made by people
implementing IT metrics programs in the
past was to treat these nonlinear interdependent issues as independent (or linearly
dependent). Factory-like output ratios for
productivity in units of function points, code,
or other physical size metrics per workmonth of effort for development projects,
treat productivity as two-dimensional. They
ignore speed (time).
Every week, I hear from executives who are
bewildered that their productivity is all over
the map. They wonder why some projects
exhibit productivity that is 5 to 10 times
better or worse than others when the projects
seem to be similar. It is natural that projects
differ, but the ratios are further off than this
would explain.
These huge swings stem from a misuse of
metrics: applying linear measures to a nonlinear problem. For example, compressing
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schedule is about 2.5 times harder than cutting effort and cost. The same is true for
quality. When project size and scope grows,
all three behave in what seems like unpredictable ways. But it is predictable for those
who understand this three-headed dragon.
Once you understand these fundamentals,
you can begin to address the interests of IT
developers, management, end users, and the
company itself, and start solving the common problem of living in this Internet speed
e-commerce world.
Apply metrics to solve a problem of the
deadline by negotiating functionality backward. This leads to a dialog on agreeing to
project scope that is adequate enough to
seize an opportunity in the market, yet
manageable enough to be built within a tight
market window. This will enable a team to
have the time it needs to build an application
with adequate time for testing, ensuring that

a system will operate reliably when placed
into service. If that happens, everyone wins.
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When the Project Absolutely Must Get Done
Continued from page 1.

combination of resources and work so that
we did not have to guess, and it predicted the
impact of our choices.
ViteProject is the result of 10 years of
research at Stanford University (Stanford,
California, USA) into how to best optimize
a particular project. It begins with a macroestimate, a chart showing the precedence of
the major activities and milestones, and an
organization chart of the project. With this
and a little more information, we were able
to examine tradeoffs and their impact on
duration, cost, features, and quality. For
example:
à

à

à

8

What is the effect of adding a deputy
software project leader? Does the additional expense justify the reduction in
duration?
What is the effect of placing subject matter experts or more experienced software
engineers on the project? Is it more costeffective to have expert project management or expert programming?
If the prerelease error rate doubles, what
is the right tactic: drop everything and

fix errors? Or keep developing, fixing,
and testing?
à

à

à

What amount of e-mail and voice mail
messages are missed at the height of the
project?
What is the proportion of work, rework,
and idle waiting time in each scenario?
Are any particular process improvements
more cost-effective than another on this
project?

Estimating Duration
What makes knowledge teamwork different
than, say, building construction teamwork?
What makes it difficult to estimate the former and perhaps not the latter? One view is
that knowledge teams face more uncertainty
because of the intangible nature of their work
 less is physical and visible, therefore less
is known and more is uncertain. This
description of knowledge work is basically
what Jay Galbraith calls the information processing problem: The greater the uncertainty of the task, the greater the amount of
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information that has to be processed between
decision makers.1
Traditional design of the organization structure is an artistic balance that strives to
match the information processing requirements, which are predominantly contingencies, to the information processing capacity
of the structure. Accordingly, in the traditional practice, the externalities are given and
our job is to artfully design a structure that
matches or fits them. We measure the success of our organizational design job based
on how we define fit.
The creation of a new field of study, computational and mathematical organization theory, has called into question such art. It tries
to provide more information so that (in our
case) organization structure can be more
objectively measured and optimized. For
example, what if you could optimize the
design of the team, and thereby the structure
of an organization, such that you can discover the design that gets more work accomplished? Wouldnt this provide a more
tangible measure of whether we had
achieved our objective?

A Different Way to Estimate
Staff members of the Center for Integrated
Facilities Engineering in the Civil
Engineering Department in Stanford
Universitys School of Engineering read
everything written on project management to
try to understand and estimate the work of
engineering design teams. The Stanford
researchers found nothing in the project
management literature that they could use,
nothing that explained the variation in team
performance they had observed. They turned
to the literature on organizations and found
that contingency theory and its information
processing view resonated with them. Their
challenge was to reify the constructs in such
a way that values could be verified during
field tests on real projects.
The idea struck them that perhaps they could
model an organization at work by simulating
the passage of work packets through the
network of activities described by a traditional task precedence diagram and linking
each activity to the actor responsible for that
activity. This way, elements important to
project success could be made visible. In

other words, this would translate contingency
theory constructs into concrete project variables. And the notion of fit would be reified to normal project success criteria, such
as duration, cost, and quality.
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The Stanford researchers first developed
Virtual Design Team, to be used in educational settings, and then ViteProject, for
commercial use. The displays presented
here are from ViteProject.

How ViteProject Creates Simulations
Here are some examples of how ViteProject
models various workflow scenarios.
Modeling change propagation or failure dependence. When projects are fasttracked  that is, composed of several
parallel, simultaneous activities  information (or defects) found in downstream activities needs to be communicated to other
(possibly still upstream) dependent tasks.
In other words, the simulator needs to make
work that is not on the original precedence
diagram, work that we all know from experience will arise. ViteProject does this by
creating activities composed of subactivities.
The simulator assumes there are 20 subactivities per activity and that each subactivity
takes 1/20 of the total effort. At the end of
each subactivity, the simulator checks to see
if its possible that an exception occurred.
This is based on a percentage (hopefully
based on field measurement) entered by the
user/modeler. If an exception has occurred,
the simulator decides at random whether the
failure should be reworked, quickly
patched, or ignored. Only the first alternative substantively changes the product, but at
the expense of effort. If there are many
selections of the last two alternatives
(patched or ignored) then product/outcome
quality would be questionable.
Modeling centralization. Centralization
refers to the degree to which exceptions are
handled centrally versus locally. If exceptions are handled centrally, often there is
work not shown on the precedence diagram
to communicate and propagate the exception
conditions upward and the decisions downward. Again, the simulator will be asked to
insert work where none was hitherto indicated. If a project has a high degree of centralization, it is possible that the managers up
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the hierarchy get backlogged and cannot
respond in time, a delegation by default. In
other words, programmers at the bottom of
the hierarchy only wait so long for a centralized decision up the hierarchy and it it takes
too long, they proceed based on their own
local best guess. Central decisionmakers
tend to have greater expertise and a broader
context for making decisions, so the quality
of their decisions is likely to be better than
local ones. So, the simulator now has
numerous behind-the-scenes tasks: generate
work that is not shown on the precedence
diagram, model in-baskets so that backlog
can be illustrated, and modify decision quality based on the place of the decisionmaker
in the hierarchy.
Modeling formalization. This contingency
variable refers to the likelihood that an
actor who needs to exchange information
with another actor will wait for a formally
scheduled meeting versus initiating an ad
hoc communication seeking the information
needed.2 Again, the simulator has to create
work not on the precedence diagram to
model the level of communication requested.
This is done primarily by affecting the inbaskets of those with whom communication
is desired.

Creating a Base Scenario
The first step in using ViteProject concepts
is to establish a base scenario, from which
other scenarios will be simulated. The

organization used in this example is a financial services institution that uses a standardized project development method. I have
simplified the project slightly for the sake
of clarity. We begin with Figure 2, which
shows the hierarchy of exception handling
on the project. Figure 3 shows a precedence
diagram of activities. This is an excerpt of
the standard software development project
method. The milestones run along the top,
and the activities to achieve each milestone
are performed in parallel between each milestone. This example assumes that 50,000
lines of code need to be developed to deliver
specific functionality for a business application. We have made additional assumptions
about the process maturity of the team and
enveloping organization, and we have made
an assumption about the maximum rate at
which staff members are available for the
project and the rate at which they can be
absorbed. Our goal is to optimize the fit
between the organization structure and the
work to be accomplished.
The first step in establishing a base scenario
was to use macro estimation to determine the
overall duration, the duration and effort for
each milestone, and the peak number of staff
required for each milestone. We then allocated the effort between milestones to individual job types in accordance with the real
project this one mirrored. The next step was
to connect a responsible party to each activity. In Figure 4 (on page 12), the barely
readable figures on each arc from an actor

Figure 2  Exception-handling hierarchy.
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Figure 3  Precedence of activities.
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Figure 4  Connecting exception handling with activities.

to an activity are the number of full-time
equivalent actors assigned to an activity.
In accordance with the actual project, we
had a pool of actors, of which only a subset
were assigned to a particular activity at any
one time.
Next, we used ViteProject to simulate the
workflow implied by this configuration of
actors and activities as a way to establish the
ViteProject base case. This gave us Scenario
1, in which the project would take 380 days
and cost US $605,400 (See Table 1). We
saw that the difference between ViteProject
and the macro-estimate was negligible, so we
knew that we had set up the ViteProject base
scenario properly.

Scenario Tuning
Macro-estimation tools generically build in
some of the variables that ViteProject considers explicitly, such as error rates between
activities, communications overhead, the
effects of experience in roles, and the effects
of centralization and formalization.
12

Centralization is the degree to which exception handling is conducted up the hierarchy,
as opposed to locally, nearest to the place in
the organization where the exception arose.
In software projects, exception handling is
typically responded to locally, not centrally.
As this was the case in our sample project,
we adjusted ViteProjects setting from
medium (the default) to low. Similarly, in
software projects, communication formalization is typically low; therefore, we
adjusted ViteProjects setting to low.
We also adjusted the experience levels from
ViteProjects defaults. For this particular
project, the project leader had high experience and the quality assurance team had low
experience. Making these adjustments gave
us Scenario 2, in which the project would
take 450 days and cost $553,800 (see Table
1).
Scenario 3 in Table 1 shows what happened
when we adjusted the functional error probability rate to 20%. The 20% figure reflected
actual project experience in this case. It
means that one out of every five subtasks
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internal to an activity had to be reworked.
The identification of such errors might be
from inspections or testing.

Calibration
The combined effects of adjusting for centralization, formalization, experience, and
functional errors increased the duration of
the project by one-third. This is because
macro estimation represents the effects of
centralization, formalization, staff experience, and error rate as a single item: work.
Our task is to tear apart the work unit into its
four constituents  real product work,
rework in light of errors, coordination time,
and time to wait for decisions  so that we
have the flexibility to model each one separately. The increased duration is the effect of
explicitly modeling what the macro estimate
calls work into its four parts, so we reduce
the effort by one-third to get back to the
baseline estimate. That is, we have set the
ViteProject work to be two-thirds of the
macro-estimate and the sum of rework, coordination, and waiting time is the remaining
one-third.
Scenario 5 was our final attempt to get close
to the original macro-estimate by adding the
effect of project errors at the rate of 20% for
those tasks likely to require extensive rework. The 20% figure came from actual
measurements at the organization under
study. This brought the simulated duration to
383 days (versus 386 days from the macroestimate). The three-day difference was
insignificant for our purposes.

What-If Questions
Before we began trying to optimize the project, we examined a question the project
leader had asked us: what would be the
effect if the prerelease error rate were double
the typical figure and what would be a reasonable antidote? The project leader asked
this question because he had early indications that the prerelease error might, in fact,
become 2X the normal experience.
Scenario 6 shows the effects of doubling the
functional error rate. Essentially, the duration increases by about 17% and the costs by
about 19%. The project would slip about
20% of its schedule and effort.
In searching for an antidote, we looked at
which type of actor consumed the greatest
duration. As Figure 5 indicates, programmer/
analysts are by far the most used actors.
What would be the effect of making them
more efficient by increasing their experience
to a higher range within the same pay scale?
This would be equivalent to selecting programmers in the pay range with the greatest
process maturity (assuming they were available).
In Scenario 7, we increased programmer/
analyst experience from the default of medium to high. The result was to get back
virtually all of the loss of a 2X prerelease
failure rate. (The increases in work rates
from medium experience to high were estimated from actual project experience.)

may 2000

Table 1  Scenarios Created in ViteProject
Scenario
1
2

CPM
Duration
386 days
455 days

Simulated
Duration
380 days
450 days

CPM
Cost
605.4K
553.8K

Simulated
Cost
605.4K
553.8K

3
4

455 days
338 days

510 days
381 days

553.8K
384.8K

640.1K
454.4K

5
6
7

338 days
338 days
290 days

384 days
445 days
384 days

384.8K
384.8K
323.4K

483.3K
568.6K
479.6K

8
9

338 days
298 days

384 days
331 days

384.8K
384.8K

485.4K
484.3K

10
11

280 days
278 days

313 days
306 days

384.8K
378.3K

486.3K
480.9K

Description
Baseline
Centralization and formalization low; experience
high and low
20% functional (internal) error probability
1/

3 reduction

in FTEs required

Added failure dependencies and 20% rate
Double prerelease failure rate
Increased skill of programmers for 2X
prerelease failure rate
Normal failure rate; removed milestone
+1 quality assurance analyst and 1
programmer/analyst
=1 programmer/analyst during most intense coding
Increased tech lead skill and pay
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Optimization
The last four scenarios show the most interesting phase of our work with ViteProject:
looking at how to reduce duration and costs
by improving efficiency and quality.
Our first thought was to remove the integration test milestone because it synchronizes
according to the activity with the longest
duration. Optimizing the interdependencies
between code integration and system testing
should have helped trim the time. For example, those writing test cases do not have to
wait for a synchronizing activity like completion of a milestone to proceed to work on
the next milestone.
Because we still had to wait for the slowest
performers, removing the integration test
milestone actually had no effect (see
Scenario 8). The overlap we expected to
achieve did not materialize because the
actors with the longest duration during integration testing are also those with the longest
duration of the next activity: system testing.
We next looked at communication backlogs,
knowing that communication profoundly
affects quality, and that quality reverberates
throughout a project. In Figure 6, we see
that programmer/analysts and quality assurance (QA) analysts are missing three to four
days of messages during the middle of the

project (centered around July). We added a
programmer/analyst and full-time QA person
during those peak periods to see the effect.
The results (Scenario 9) are dramatic: the
duration decreases by about 50 days.
(Note that adding such resources reflects two
fundamental assumptions that are realistic for
this modeled project. First, resources are
available for relatively short durations.
Second, there is no significant ramp-up or
learning-curve time. This is realistic in this
case because the work was subdivided in
such a way that application-specific knowledge was not required for some tasks in the
short run.)
However, programmer/analysts were still
backlogged around the second week in May.
We looked at the Gantt chart and saw that
this was during coding, so we added another
programmer to that period alone. The result
is Scenario 10, in which we gained another
18 days of schedule for about $2,000
increase in cost.
Looking at Figure 7, we see that the technical lead is now backlogged. We increased
the skill level of this position to see the
effect, shown in Scenario 11. This scenario
saved another seven days of duration. It also
saved about $5,000 because the tech leads

Figure 5  Actor work breakdown.
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Figure 6  Actor backlog.

Figure 7  Revised actor backlog.
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subordinates dont have to wait so long for
decisions.

Conclusion
The macro-estimation model forecasted that
the project would take 386 days at a cost of
$605,400. Using ViteProject, we were able
to reduce this to 306 days and $480,900.
This represents a savings of about 20% in
both schedule and cost by optimizing our
staff alignment using computer modeling,
thereby tuning our productivity to higher
levels.
ViteProject demonstrated that we can achieve
the lower bounds of the duration envelope
predicted by macro-estimation tools by paying attention to the interaction between how
we organize our team and how the work is
laid out.
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